Identification of the microdeletion breakpoint in a GLRA1null allele of Turkish hyperekplexia patients.
Hyperekplexia (startle disease) is a hereditary motor disease caused by mutations within the GLRA1 gene (Chr. 5q33.1), which encodes the alpha1 subunit of the inhibitory glycine receptor (GlyR). While most patients are diagnosed with dominant hyperekplexia associated with point mutations within or adjacent to the channel pore, recessive hyperekplexia is less frequent. Here, we report five new pedigrees of recessive hyperekplexia in apparently unrelated families of Kurdish origin associated with a deletion of exons 1-7 of the GLRA1 gene. The deletion was identical in all families, encompassing 329 Kb of genomic sequence. No other known functional genes were involved, indicating that the GLRA1null allele is distinct from the 5q syndrome. Analysis of the DNA sequence flanking the proximal and distal breakpoint revealed no significant homology of sequences immediately adjacent to the breaks. Consensus sites for Toposiomerase II were detected close to the breakpoint compatible with an illegitimate recombination event. No heterozygous carriers of the deletion allele were detected by screening of 500 individuals from the southeastern Mediterranean region belonging to four different ethnic groups. Hence, the identical nature of the breakpoint junction in all patients and carriers suggests a founder mutation in an ethnic population originating from Turkey.